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Review:

Comply Guru were very proactive in communicating the structure and
details for this training course, and gave plenty of notice for the various pre-
classroom module deadlines. The regular communication before , during
and after the training was excellent I thought and very supportive. This was
very reassuring and I really appreciate the Tutors going above and beyond
to offer support during out of office hours on their own time.

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

The pace of the course was:: Correct Pace

What was the best aspect of attending a blended
training course?:

Lead Tutor Experience & Knowledge/Both Tutors
were excellent and extremely helpful and supportive
throughout the course. It was particularly beneficial
that the Tutors have very strong auditing experience.
The group exercises and practical work was
excellent for helping to understand how to apply the
training and use the standard in an audit scenario.

https://www.complyguru.com


In your opinion, in what ways could the classroom-
based modules or in-class activities be improved?:

This is a minor critique.....For the amount of material
covered and the length of the training days, I felt the
course would have been better structured if it had
been 4 days (with an hour less) instead of 3 long
days. An extra day would have allowed for the exam
practice questions to be done within the course and
a little more time for group discussion also. I don\'t
believe it was communicated in advance that there
would be an expectation to allocate time at night for
doing questions between the training days. There
was a lot of material covered and it was quite
intense at times, therefore I think it would have been
good to have an extra day, so in the evenings, you\'d
have time to recharge for the next day. It may not
always suit some people to log on at night with
family commitments also. I must emphasize this is a
very minor criticism. I thought the Tutors did
brilliantly to cover a huge amount of material in 3
long days and to keep a diverse classroom focused
and engaged throughout. It was tough, but equally
very enjoyable.

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

I don\'t feel there is any improvement needed with
the online modules. I thought they were perfectly
structured and it was nice to be able to complete
sections and then save and come back to it when it
suited. It was good that when that an estimated time
was given at the start of each section and I found
that I was able to complete the sections well within
the estimated time. So many other courses I have
done in the past were inaccurate with this and
underestimated the time taken. I also think these
online modules were excellent and an important
necessity as it ensured all trainees had a good basic
understanding of the content before entering the
classroom sessions.

The training manual provided an organised and
logical flow of topics, with well written exercise
instructions.:

Agree

The classroom presented a comfortable and
professional training environment.: Agree

Do you have any additional feedback regarding the
training venue? :

This course was done virtually. It was really well set-
up and structured. From this training, I think Comply
Guru are definitely setting the bar for virtual
classroom training.

The Instructor built a good rapport with the training
class.: Agree

The Instructor was well prepared for each session
and able to answer any questions.: Agree

The Instructor was technically knowledgeable about
each subject.: Agree



Overall, the Instructor was effective.: Agree

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 5

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

How likely are you to recommend blended training
versus traditional training?: Very Likely

Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

Comply Guru were very proactive in communicating
the structure and details for this training course, and
gave plenty of notice for the various pre-classroom
module deadlines. The regular communication
before , during and after the training was excellent I
thought and very supportive. This was very
reassuring and I really appreciate the Tutors going
above and beyond to offer support during out of
office hours on their own time.

Do you have any other comments or feedback?:

The Tutors were excellent and their vast experience
enhanced the training experience also. It was one of
the toughest training courses I\'ve done but
definitely one of the most satisfying to complete. I
would highly recommend this course to any of my
colleagues. I look forward to applying these new
skills in my current role in the future. Thank you all at
Comply Guru for a great training course. I look
forward to meeting you again and perhaps taking on
more of your courses. I wish you every success in
the future.


